
Memo to read Howard 3/11/79 and mail to JL on Apectro appeal, 1107 

There is another option we should hold open and include, that the appeals maxuk 

court can and under these exceptional circumstances should accept and consider this new 

evidence that had been withheld at the district court level. 

We should also tell it that since thos case reached it two other cases did and that 

after the district court level we found, as in an earlier case, that there is substantial 

reason to believe that the Government's affidavits were not xk truthful. (rf h-ve this 

ready for Jim, with proofs, before he returns and if they should ask at oral arguments 

he'll have it. They already know about Epstein and the CIA from the 1448 appeal.) 

In other words, the issue is coming back again and again, because of the unique 

conditions in Freedom of Information casese 

After we spoke yesterday Jim called. I told him you had vead Wiilkey only and he said 

you should read McKinnion.in Jorden. I think this is what I had in mind but I've not 

reread yet. He said that they could undee the Jordan condition accept new evidence. 

The Congress decided that Freedom of Information cases are of such a nature and 

importance that they are to be expedited. 

Only one party can know with certainty what records exist and there they are located. 

This is the party with the record of withholding information that lead the Congress 

to enact FOIA and to amend it to require greater disclosure. 

This is the party with the traditional motive for withholding. 

Delay in and of itself frustrates or negates the Act and the purposes of the Congress, 

both letter and spirit of the Act. 

We now have a long history of this, of wothholding and of incomplete compliance and 

of untruthful affidavits by the Government. 

I am an aging and unwell requester/appellant described by the Government itslef as 

pssessed of unique knowledge. Hy role has become a public role. I seek to use this unique 

knowledge and the Act for public interests that are entirely those of the Act itself and 

nave already bequeathed all my records and work to a public archives 

If I am compelled to go back to district court in order for the appeals court to 

be able to consider this new ebidence, which bears on the existence or non-existence of 

the records sought and on the nature of the search and the truthfulness of the affidavits 

the spirit and letter of the Act are nullified bedause of the delay and coste 

In this cognection I would not that when I first made the request in 1966 the FBI 

did not write and tell me that the information I asked for did not exist. Instead, then 

and thereafter, it merely ignored my requests. We have records in which this was stated 

in the highest FBI echelons and approved by the Directors 

In more than 10 years the Government has not used a total defense: that on the basis 

of a first-person affidavit it stated that the information sought does not exist. 
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Once again there is a single, inadequate affidavit as in the case over which the 

Congress amended the investigatory-files yom exemption, that of Kilty. Kilty swore in 

contradiction to himself on the existence of non-existence of the records osught and we 

got still a third version on deposing retired FBI agents who conducted the tests in 

question. Kilty also did not provide an unequivocal effidavit attesting to the search 

and compliance, He did not even state that he searched all places where the information 

sbuught could exist or should exist. “e did not state that he knew of no other places to 

searche He did not state that he checked to see if any files had been transferred, as in 

that ovriod some were to Congressional Liaisin of the FBI. His sole affirmation is to 

where records "would" exist." 

In this he did no include what we have proven to be a major repository. The new 

information reflects that most records hn this case are as we alleged at district gourt, 

at the office of origin, and that previously withheld records of the office of origina 

indicte still further reason to believe that there remains relevant withheld informations 

We were denied any search of those files and we asked for it. We were denied the opportunity 

to take testimony that could have established this and the failure to search there and 

elsewhere. 

This left no alternative to attempting to present this evidence to the court of 

appeals because mmimaxa while the case was before the district court all such proofs 

had been withheld. 

If the Government can withhold relevent information until efter the district court 

rules it has successfully negated the Act unless the appeals court accepts and considers 

such evidences 

Where there is motive for withholding, as in major historical cases there always is 

and in this case the records is abundant and undisputeda and both House of Congress have 

already found it to be the fact, thatbthere was such withholding;/ and where the Act 

requires prompt disclosure; unless this court now accepts this new evidence the Government 

has a machine for nullification of the Act 

The consequences are greater than nullification of the Act. It means, insvitably, 

a constant overloading of ell courts. And it puts a premium on misleading the district 

courtse 

The "any person" of the Act is efféctively denied his rfights under the Act if 

in additional to having to lirigate to obtain withheld information he is required to 

litigate endlessly when he learns of relevent and withheld information after the district 

court rules. Few individual Americans can sue to obtain public information. Fewer still 

can afford to appeal. Of this small minority only a small proporbion can afford to return 

afaincend again to distwict court, as. I have had to do in this long tase to obtain in~ 

formation the Goverbment has not yet denied ahving in any eompetent and unequiocal 

affidavit and when it has not yet attested to a good-faith swarch with due diligence.



        

Issues presented s 

", ecappelleas submotted affidavits stating that no documents existed other than those 

already produred. ese" Not aoe No such affidavits presented by appolleose 

Their own citation of Kailty (page 2) does not say thise He seys only that !I have 
conducted a review of the FBI files which would contein information that Mrs Weisberg 

roquestedeee “ (emphasis added.) 

There 3s no affidevit to any search and this is conditional and became evasive when 

we asked what files he had searched. 

4anguage ad purpose of remands 

"esotor the taking of testimony from those with first-hand Imowledge of the ori= 

Sinal, laboratory investizationt ooo" 
This is not thelanguage or the intent and limitation of the remand? 

"..0f interest hot only8 him but to the nation. Surely their existence or non 
existence should be determiaed speedily on the basis of the best available evidences Lee» 

the witnesses who had personal Inovledge of the events at the time BK the inveatication 
Has made." (Empahasis added.) , 

This is anything but a limitation to teking the testinony of a few of the lab events 

involved » ,nd being forecleased from otherse . 
The court gvolded saying and liniting to "those who had first-hand knowledge of 

the original laboratory investigations" 

In this it recognized that to determine the “existence or non-existence" of the 
information sought it would be neceesary to ebtain evidence from “witnesses! with 

knowledged “of the events," not gumk limited to a few laboratory agentse : 

From this, for example, we obtained s first-person accemt by the third men wounded» 

James Tagaue, and provided other relevant information regating to the missed shot and 
the damage to the guxbatobe. These bear on the need for such records to existe 

Wo have no Statcaents comparing the laboratory inforuation relating to this shot 
with any of the other relevant evidence. In, fact we have no actual report on thie 

examination and no report on why it did not detect all the mttemt elements of bullet metal. 
fhe only response to this evidence from the FBI was total silences 

No additional search was reported. No affidavit stating that additional records did 
not exist was providede Even when one of the deposed agents testified that the skimpy 

information we were given could relate to such common street objects as tire wheel weichts 

the FEI remained silente Spectrographic examination permits explicit quantitative and 

qualitative statements of the rests of tests and it 4s te obtain this information that 

the tests are performed.



        

“UQUU +anuse MY? oe 

".eothat the affidavits of Kilty were (not ) insuffictent to show a proper check 

of the fiiese eee" 

if Wity's affidavitghad bean adequate there would have been no need to remande 

When one expert provides matually contradictery affidavits relating to th4dosus of 

coupiiance no infsrenca of good faith can actach to ite 

  

Footnote 2 on the locating of the retired SAs is not faithful to realitye 
There is and was no showing that the addresges are se@ret, not in the phone book or 

listed by the society of former agentse We wanted to avoid possibilities of mimidentification 

similar names and had no idea if any had left the area, as Heiverger in fect hade 

The inference of "harassment" is defamatory and prejudicial. There has been nonee 

Some are going around as paid speakers and expert witnesées in private practises 

The period was not "short" and it was enough to stall use 

this kind of nails and knees law characterizes the case and the records ina ite 

Thus the allegation of trying to retry the Warren Commission (page 4) where we 

were seelcing indication of the need for records to exist. 

Quashing “ilty subpoona eas "burdensome" and "covered matters alsreadyaddressed in Kuity's 

tuo affidavitee" 

We have no statement from Kilty on which files he iid saarched or were searched 

There is no record on this. But if taking the deposition was in any vay "buxdensone:" 

given the nidete of the appeals covrt providing a eouy of the FBI form on which search 

requests are made was in no sense burdensome and as a possible indication of good faith 

it was not provided ta reflect, in a manner other than burdensome, what files had, been 

searched. 

Une would never Ino fiom govexrkment comsel ‘that the Act places an affirmative 

burden of proof on. the Governments 

We tried to depose Kilty on this after learning on deposing “razier that Dallas files 
had to be searcheds 

Determining what flles hid been searched is claimed to be “beyond the aécove of the 

vemande" (page 5) This means that to the Givernment detemmining the existence of non- 

existence of relevant information is somehow separated from vhat files were searched. 

for the information, especially when the ons affidant dees not provide this infermatiion 

relating to whet was searched for end wherve 

411 of this assumes other than we told Government counsel, that we did not «ant te 

take any more depositions than were necessary end would learn from the first whether 

others covikd be dispensed withe We indicated that we might have to take 10 or 12. 

I also is without consideration of the financial limitations of an indigent requester, 

who had to pay the costs and even was asked to pay additional “expert witness® fees by the 
retired SAso
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From the account of the allegedly "highly informal basia" of FBI Lab work one wuld 

not know that it was to ebtain evidence for a Presidential Commission investigating the 

assassination of a Presidente Or that it was asked to perform specific tests by that 

Commission, results of which have not been provided.e The incredible claim that nona of 

the agents “made notes on resiniss they deemed insignificant or insufficient" crumbles 

on the rock of fact thet there are commuter printouts on NAAs and non has been 

provided on 15. This is the specimen about which Kilty swore both uyyse It is Gallagher 
who said he didn't like the results. But he had to have results first in order to decide 

he did not like them. These results, from Oak Ridge, remain withheld. 

Now ve learn that Q15 no longer existse “Good faith" on the pszs of the F3I did not 

extend. to telling the court or us that in addition to not having the spectrographic plate 

relating to the ourbstone » which can destroy the official solution to the crime it no longer 

has a soecimen that can likewise destroy the official solutione 

But .Sore none of this true how would tyese agents be able to support their con» 

clusions before the Commission? What evidence did they have? Why not keep their notes and 

produce them as proof? 

Tho Guinn testimony that is in my affidavit of 1/3/79 is in point in what follows 

here (on pe?) that allegations of the destruction of evidence are “irrelevant.” Now we 

Imow that there is no G45 and no eurbstone spectragravhi.c plate althouch bothorictcd and 

we have no vesults on both tests, which were madee 

The quotation férom the district court's opingon (.page 8) amounts to arguing that 

records could have been destroyed for it is that whether or not records shovlid exist 

ot tests should have been made is not material. 

Now it is Shabued. that some evidence was destroyed and it is admitted that there ves 

NAA on Q15 and those records allegeitly do not existe 

FBL regulations preciude the destruction of such records.Establishing thet tests 

were to have bean made or were made ostablishes the fach that records did exist They 

could not be destroyed under regulations. Therefore they have to exist todays 

Or were deliberately destroyed in violation of regulations cad other considerationse 

The claim of not preservinf results that the testers did not like also crumbies on 

the kmown actualities. They @id not Like the results of the N&s to deternine whethor Osuald 

hed fired a rifle but they kevt all these records end forced them on me in substitwtion 

for the records I did ask for relating to other similar testa, of the evidence of the crimes 

Q3 and Q15, page 9, depends on Gallagher's allegation that he kept no records because he 

did not like the results. However, there were computer printouts and other records 

relating to the performance of the tests, whether or not Gallagher liked the resultse 

Those have not been providede Those I did not ask for and Gallagher also found not. to 

be significant, relating to the paraffin cats tests, were preserved and were providede



        

This is weve than mere inconsistency. The missing information relates to the baste facts . 

of tho crime and is essential to support the official solution. : 

if Gallagher's conjectures about sot preserving the printouks on a selective oasis 

can be erediged, this does not explain their abseass from the records provided vy the 

other derendant, A&C, 

Jdiye round! based on the unsupported allogation of a directive to "preserve" it as 

historically importante Ridiculee The histoiroally amportant bullets were those fired, not 
those not fired. No such directive has been providede However the alieged directive 

appoars to have been revoked for the House committea, “hich gave 1% to Guinn’ to teste 

As I showed by providing speciments, "posterity" could have been served by talciug 

the minuscule speciments sbanockhige after "pulling" the bullet, following which it could 

have beon reassembleds Xeloading ammnition is a common practises 

Curbstoug: remarkably prief and inaccurate treatments The PBI did not tell the Warren 

Commission that /Béé any "debris" caused any mark on ite 

lt is not only that all ceports arc missinge Not even the tabulations that accompany 

all other spectrographic examinations was providede . 

only two retake were detected of the degen in a bullet. Spectrographic exani nation 

requeaires a much smaller sample for testing and is capable or determining the presence 

of all those clementso 

The absence of most of the elenents required a report stating why they were not 

present ad woll as what this meant in. terms of the test capabllitiese 

Now we know that the PBL kmew that the hele had been patched before 1t made shuns 

this examinatione Yet at did not provide any such information to the Warren Commieipite 

to any court or to me in this instant causes 

And the apsctrographic plute allegedly is missing, without any affidavit so attestinge 

The unasworn allegation of disposal in saving lab filing space is ridiculous given the 

negligible wnount cf syace requized for preservatiog and the failure to save the same 

space by disposing of any ethersuch thin platese Why this one alone? 

“oguiations fovbad this alleged destructione So also did the testimony of Director 

Yoover to the ComeLasion, that the FBL would never close tha JFK assassination cases _ 

Fron 10/31/66 on there was an executive order on this covering the entire Governnente' 

Ahd we wera told by “ilty, Fraxier and Bresson that they had gj) theplates in 1975 

tn Ji 

  

Shove vas no bauis for the asswaption that 2 Pragior became & hairseand=fibres expert 

for the golo purpose of malcing this examination when as he tontified, Stombaugh had that 

speciality and functioned in that capacity for tho Commissione 

Galling these damages "bullet holes" is not justified by any of the evidence and is 

Edcontradicted. by the little-lmonw Commission evidence that this damgge was done by the



  

dallas nosp.taL personne. during emergency efforts. here is no denial of this evidence 

in thin instant casee There is confixwation in the spectrographic examination cf these 

portions ¢f the shirt and of the tiee Neither showed any trace of any bullet metal although 

the ho,e in the beck of tho shixt did show such traces on spectrographiec examinations 

There ds no dispute of the evidence I presoried, that the holes de not coincdde, 

whick is required of bullet holes yamiwmncdoasgh when a bullet passes through overlapping 

mneterialse f 

Report on NAA (oo 13) This concoction, which begins with the preteiine that franier 

aid not kjow the differenca between woikshests and a "formal report” includes the wegical, 

that Kilty gave us the worksheets he swore did not exist, on Q15. We have no Q15 NAA 

worksheeto 

find how there is House testimony that Q15 ne longer exists. *his testinony was frcm 

the expert; recommended. by the AEC and opposed by Gallagher and. the FBI. (Gallagher's 

ezplanatuon is that one commerical firm with security clerances would commercialize while 

ahother commercial firm would note The one he suspected, he saysy is also the one that had 

done the ploncering work in tho use of WAAs in oriminalistica.) 

The section concludes with twe references to what does not exist in the record jin this 

case? that ths recocds not provided do not exiat or that they were destrayed, as 

"duplicative," with no duplicate remaining; or “as aprt of the regular housecleaning," 

in which a single spectrographic plate only was “housecleaned" into oblivione 

a “Rogulations, au executive order and the testimeny of Dircetor Hoover preclude the 

~possiblinty of destruction for "“nou.ecLcentags" and hundeds of thousand. of racords, 

including many thovsends of actual. duplicates, were preserved. 

there is no affidavit stating that the records do not exist or were destroyede 

it is comsel's argument that represents no records exist, not the Kilty affidavite 

Nor any prior one vhen that in fact is s tovel devense and tits case would not have been. 

before ths courts besinniag in i970 if such an affidavit hed ever heen presenteds 

ff there hee been a ng “misre cine of the Ktlty etfidavit that could hove been 

elininated by providing an yneguivocal one, which was not donee (pp. 16-17) 

Tustead ccuisel argues that even if he dida't say" all” he really did mean "all" and 

nobody ever thought of having bin say "all" under oaths 

Our alleged “assumption” of where records ares no assunption~ "parder's testimony» 

testimony tin Ceiy75~1996 and records I've since received, which reflect that Offices or 

Origin are themjor case xepositoriese (importance of new evidence, wiieh includes the 

Dallas sielf Offieo0 heving the evidence widprovidiag semi-annual invertories, not FBTHQ. ) 

they, not wG, speculates Frazler's testimony is explicite 

Va page 13 thoy agai pretend that we ave betrying the facts of the assassinations 

Only when we had no alternative to establish that records not provided had to aiste On. 

puikbatts point ater point what we were forced to do has been confiewed and on not point



    

  

is any of kk what they refer to disputed except by coubsel's argunentse There is no 

refutation of any of tie evidence we produced for the sole purpose of establishing the 

need for the tests to have been made and reports to existe , 

But oven this is duspited by the vceord outside the courts - 1 anv. never accused 

the FDI of conspizing, have always ssid the opposite, end nov we have several Congaissional 

comiittes weich do in “act, conclude that the FoI did witbhold infornation resulting in 

a COworupes 

I have no decd te use an unp tbLieined proceeding to show that the Warven Vommission! s 

were wrongs L have done this = and ducluded the Fal ~ extensively and without any . 

vefutation or even a protest of inaccuracy. 

But why would saydarke anyone oven think of destroyins a small object no more than 

an eighth of an inch think, Like the curbstone svecixvo plate, while not destroying many 

hundreds of thosuands ci pages or records if it confirmed the official story? 

Why else would anyone destroy @15, of mimiscuwle vieht, while preserving the container? 

Mey keep erefrving to “virtually blank workshcetsfsof the QI5 NAA. I do not wecall 

getting any workshect, only the record of submiission to neutzon activations 

. Lf the conjecture (pe 20} thet the rpintouts vere not kept pecaiss they Wore 

duplicative, thon there was ac resco, for preserving any vorkateets because this myo 

can bo ulloged of all, In fact, there tovld have been no purpose in making any lldAse 

The FL had to be pressured inte doing them and delafed the beginning for monthse 

If ita reason is that thoy vere no more than duplicative then the resvits and the naxkeheat 

usm printouts would have been preserved the confiza the Fhits positions 4nd if they 

@iG, coufixa the FVL there would have been ao reason to destroy this minute amount of 

paper comparcé with the enorm@us quantity, most of the entirely lrcelevant, that was 

preserved. Like Hrs. Ruby's and Nrs, Marina Oswald's wedical records and each and every 

communication from the certified ang certifiable insance 

It is in fact only where they can do 2 question shout the FBI's performance that 

ayy records have over been morguwkmt allegedly destroyeds 

Here also the new evidence on the regulaxy inventories is important, particularly 

because there was no search there is “alias, we did ask it and it was reTurede 

"yas giving ve all of the watondal I did rot seek, on the veraftin cats NAas, which 

is by far mes of. the mate.Lal I recéived, is not burdensoue buy consulting an index ig 

burdensoiee Or providing the fox on which any request for FBIHQ records was asked for 

is burdsnsome. 

Gigcourse all this work in end fer court is not buréencome but making a xsrox copy 

to dhow what wa. searched is, bufdensomee 

Putting the single word "ali" in on affidavit is "burdensome" bgt making copies of 

ezaborate photographs not asked fox ia not burdensome.



' Other records obtained after the district court's opinion, in C.A.78-Aki22 

0322, report that FBIHQ was not reluctant to phone Dallas to checks its indices for 

tracing evidende. In fat they dischose such an index notations But in an FOTA ease and 

morc than a decade latter doing this would somchow be “burdensome.™ 

On page 21 they assort that our brief (4162).states that we ropresented Gallagher 

as testifying that he had been directed not to take speciments from CE 399. If so we made 

a mistckes If not they Jide “razier took tuo sanples fron 399 and teld the com:£ssion 

about telcinb one only, the one clearly visible in photogranhs. Tt is the unfired 
bullet Gallagher said ho was directed not to test because it alone had this great historical 

value. “pming from not being used in the crime, no.doubte 

We dispited footnote 1 7 under oath in different form Thoy did not show us any 

of the NAA material at that conference, refused to let it be taped or to taps it, as the 

record shows, and then claimed I had &sked for the results of NAAs only not to want then 

and to have dropped that request. What they actually showed us they demanded $50 each for, 

and that is the spectrographic platess 

When we raised the issue of their not providing any NAA materials they did not then 

claim to have showm it to use They then claimed we said we wanted nothing on NAAs.s _ 

Footnote 18 does not refer to or deseribe the reading of a spectrographic plate. 

The record provided merely kxhak states that two metals only were detected, which is not 

the result of spectrographic examination of traces of bullet. 

Yn the shirt fracier did not testify that he himsolf conducted such an sxaminations 

Rather did he testify that on viewing the shirt he directed that the hairs-and-fibres 

expert make the examinatdone (p22) ; 

It is obvious that the 11/23/63 Lab letter te Curryd canotk include the results of 

tests not made by that time. Therefore it could not be the "complete" report ox the 

"formal" reporte Workshects are hardly a report of either kind and we did not get all 

worksheets.


